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Abstract.
How and where the ocean tides dissibecause friction in the deep ocean and the solid earth
pate their energy are longstandingquestionswith both are apparently one or more orders of magnitude too
oceanographic and astronomical implications. Two small [Munk and MacDonald,1960;Ray et al., 1996].
decadesago, Doake suggestedthat flexing of Antarctic But the question remains open: a rough estimate of the
ice shelvesby the underlyingoceantide is an important total dissipation
in all shallowseasby Miller [1966]falls
energysink, perhapsaccountingfor over half the global well short of the required 2.5 TW, while conversionof
dissipation rate. Observational constraints on Antarc- energyinto internaltidesmay [$jSberg
andStigebrandt,

tic dissipation have been scarce. Here two new and

1992;Morozov,1995]or may not [Bell,1975]be impor-

complementary ocean-tide models, both derived from

tant.

Topex/Poseidon
satellitealtimetermeasurements,
are

It is with this backgroundthat Doake [1978]sug-

used to determine the flux of tidal energy across60øS gestedthat flexing of Antarctic ice shelvesby the untoward the Antarctic

coastline.

Our results show rela-

derlyingocean.tide may aloneconsume2 TW (q-50O-/o)

tively small fluxes and they therefore rule out Doake's
suggestion: Antarctica is an insignificant sink in the
global tidal energy budget.
Introduction

For well over a century, the secular slowing of the
earth's rotation and the correspondingacceleration of
the moon's mean motion have been attributed

to "tidal

friction" [Munk and MacDonald,1960]. Clarifyingexactly what that term entails--what physicalmechanism
is at work and where it occurs--contributes not only to
our knowledgeof oceandynamicsbut alsoto our ability
to decipher the history of the lunar orbit. An important constraint in resolving these questionsis the total
global rate of the tidal energy loss,and this is now well

of tidal power, The observationalevidenceto support
Doake's hypothesisis meagreand ambiguous.Supporting it are a few spot tidal observations near the ice
shelveswhich displaylarge tidal "ages"(large phase
differences
betweenprincipallunar and solartides) and
abnormalnonlineartides [Cartwright,1979; Pedleyet
al., 1986]. Both, particularlythe latter, suggestlarge
frictionaldissipationin the region. Discountingthe hypothesis are recent geodetic measurements on Ronne

Ice Shelfby Vaughan[1995]who findsthat measured
ice flexurescan be modeledby an elastic, as opposedto

Doake'sviscousor creep,theology,with reducedenergy
consumption.

If dissipationnear Antarctica is important, then there
must exist a large flux of tidal energy crossing,say,the
60øS parallel. This is becausethe greatest part of the

established:2.5 + 0.1 terawatts(TW) for the principal (semidiurnal)tidal energyentersthe oceanin thelowest
lunarsemidiurnal
tide (M2) [e.g.,Ray,1994].Thisrate latitudes where the astronomical tidal potential reaches
is deduced from observations

its maximum and where large expanses of the ocean

of the secular acceleration

of the moon[Dickeyet al., 1994],from observations
of havehigh tides in quadraturewith the potential[e.g.,
long-period perturbations in the orbits of artificial satel- Cartwrightand Ray, 1991].In contrast,the (semidiurlites [e.g.,Chenget al., 1992],and from directcalcula- nal) potentialdropsto zero at the polesand the direct
tions of the rate of working of tidal forceson the oceans working on the ocean in polar regions must be rela-

[Cartwrightand Ray, 1991]. Note that the latter tells tively small. If tidal energyis consumedat ice shelves,

us the rate at which energy is input to the oceans,but
it tells us nothing about how or where that energy is

it must crossthe 60øS parallel to get there. We here estimate the flux across60øSfrom two recentglobaltidal

models,both derivedfrom Topex/PoseidonsatellitealThe leading candidate for the dissipationmechanism timeter measurements.Satellitesprovide the only com-

consumed.

has long been bottom friction in the shallowseas,partly

Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

prehensive source of data in this remote location; the
Topex data extend to 66øS, providing a wide band of ac;
curate elevation measurementsaround 60øS, mostly in
deep water where energyfluxescan be reliably inferred.

In Miller's globalcompilation(referredto above)the
Antarctic coastline was omitted, presumably because
of scarcity of reliable data.
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Although diurnal tides are strongly enhancedaround

quite similar, sugg•esting
that in practicethe accurateel-

Antarctica,theirknownglobaldissipation
rates[Cart- evationmeasurements
near 60øStightly constraintidal
wrightandRay,.1991]
aretoosmallto affecttheargu- currents and fluxes there. We are thus confident that
,

ß

mentof this paper.It suffices
to 'examine'M2only.We our finalconclusion.
s are not dependent
on the dynamical assumptions
of Mod91B at the Antarcticcoastline.
do,never[heless,
givesomefigures
forO1andK1.

Two Topex/Poseidon Models

Energy Balance
,

Topex/Poseidon
[Fu et al., 1994]is the mostaccu-

Below we shall ignore the relatively small effectsof

rate satellitealtimeter missionyet flown. Owing to oceanloadingand self-attraction.Then at any location
its dual-frequency
altimeter,multi-channel
radiometer, the tidal energybalanceis given by

andmultipletrackingsystems,
the satelliteactsasan

D=W-V.P

accuratetide gauge,yieldinga precisetime history of

theheight
oftheocean.Harmonic
decompositions
of

wherethe mean(integratingovera tidal cycle)oceanic
global
tidalelevation
models
[LeProvost,
Bennett,
and dissipationD is balancedby the rate of working W
Cartwright,1994],whichhavebeenshownto surpass on the ocean,lessthe flux divergenceX7ßP. The work
any pre-Topexglobalmodelin accuracy[e.g.Shumet rate W includesboth gravitational tidal forcesfrom the
al., 1997]'.Thetwomodels
usedherearefroman em- moonand mechanicalforcesfrom the body tide [e.g.,
Garrett,1975]:
piricalresponse
analysisby Ray et al. [1994](version
941230;hereinafterdenotedModel A) and from a genw = a(u.
eralizedinverseanalysis
by Egbertet al.[1994](version
TPXO.3; hereinafterModel B). Model B is an {assimP = gp
ilation model,'in whichaltimetryis incorporated
into
a numericalhydrodynamicmodelin a way that explic- whereg is gravitational acceleration,p the densityof
itly accountsfor errors in both the satellite observations seawater,• the tidal height,U'the tidal transportvecand the assumedmodel dynamics.The grid resolution tor (currentvelocitytimesoceandepth),72 a combinathese measurements have resulted in a number of new

..

of Model A is 1ø; Model B slightlysmaller. Comparisonsto tide gaugessuggestthat model accuraciesin
the SouthernOceanare comparable
with the globalaccuraciesreportedby Shumet al. [1997].
For both models tidal current velocities must be de..

tion of Love numbersthat accountsfor the body tide's

influenceon the tidal potential(I),andbrackets(.) denote averagingover one tidal cycle. (Note that Garrett discusses
a fourth term in the balance,an "equilibrium flux," that must be invoked when the work
integral is computed in the more traditional manner:

terminedby assumeddynamicalrelationships,but befluxtermis unneccausetheserelationshipsand their implementationsare W = p (72(•O•/Ot). This addit:ional
ess
.ary
when
W
is
computed
as
above.)
so different,the two modelsare quite complementary
The meanhorizontalenergyflux acrossany section$
in the presentapplication. Currentsfor Model A are
(oriented
by unit vectorfi) may be calculatedas a line
determine
d (in deepOCean
only) fromtidal heightgra.

dientsby solvingthe momentum
equations
of Laplace's integral'

tidalequations,
Withrigorous
accounting
forocean
loading and self-attraction but with no dissipationterms

andnoexp!ici,
t enforcement
ofmass
conservation
(for

F=•sP'fidS
=•spg
<•U.fi>
do
e

furtherdetails,seeCartwrightet at. [1992]). Currents This formulawasoriginallyderivedby Taylor[1919]
for Model B are determinedsimultaneously
with the in his study of the flux into the Irish Sea. For our
heights
through
theassimilation
method;
thismethod twoadoptedmodels,integrationalongall longitudesat
alsoinvokesthe Laplaceequations,includingthe conti- 60øSyields-42 GW (ModelA)'and-1 GW (ModelB),
nuity equation,but with simplescalingapproximations Withthenegative
signs
implying
a totalfluxawayfrom
for oceanloadingand self-attractionand with frictional Antarctica.That the total integratedfluxesshouldbe
dissipationparameterizedlinearly in the current veloC, northwardclearlyimpliesthat directworkingby the
ity.
.moonpn the Antarctic tides, althoughexpectedto be
Conceivably,
energyfluxesfrom Model B might be small,!snonetheless
nonzero.
In fact,ModelB maybe
..•

biased by prior assumptionsabout the nature of dissi- usedto estimate
f W dS integrated
ove
r the complete
pationat the Antarcticcoastline,
sothat therecould areasouthof 60øS(ModelA canrmtbe usedsinceit
be somecircularityin ourdeductions
fromthismodel. doesnot extendpast the Topexlimits of 66øS);this
But suchcircularityis manifestlyabsentfor ModelA' estimateyields 25 GW for the rate of workingon the

thosecurrentsare estimated,at eachdesiredlocation, ocean in that area, giving a total dissipationsouth of
strictly from the local elevationgradients;the only rel- 60øSof-!7 GW (ModelA) and24 GW (ModelB), the

implausible.
evantdynaxnical
assumption
is that frictionis zeroat formerbeingphysically
suchlocation. Resultsobta.inedfromthe twomodelsare

Althoughthere are differencesbetweenmodels,the
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Figure 1. Meanmeridional
fluxes
ofM•.tidalenergy
crossing
latitude60øS,integrated
along2ø-wide
longitude
sections
forModelA (left)andModelB (right).Thenoiselike
behavior
of ModelA between
55øWand30øWis
suspect
andmaybe dueto inadequate
spatialresolution
nearruggedtopography.
importantpointis that theybothruleout Doake'svery 55ø-30øW band and is probably suspectthere owing to
inadequate spatial resolutionnear the rugged topogralarge+2000 GW (+ 50%) flux.
Detailed examination

of the model flux estimates

phy between the South Shetland and South Sandwich

(Figure1) shows
goodagreement
exceptbetween
80øW Island chains, and also perhaps to the assumption of
and 50øW where Model A indicateslarger flux toward no friction, which is unlikely in this region. On the

the PatagonianShelfoff Argentina;this accountsfor otherhand, Dushawet al [1997]haveshownthat curmost of the 40 GW difference in the flux totals. Model

rent vectors of Model B are, in general, overly smooth.

A alsoappearssomewhatnoisyin characteroverthe Cartwrightand Ray[1989],usingmethodssimilar to
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Figure 2. MeanM2 tidalenergy
fluxvectors
fromModelB (anupdateof theworkdescribed
by Egbertet al.,
1994),evaluated
ona stereographic
grid.Thefaintcircledenotes
latitude60øS.

those of Model A, previously inferred large northward Cartwright, D. E., Analysesof British Antarctic Surveytidal
records, Br. Antarc. $urv. Bull., 49, 167-179, 1979.
fluxesonto the Patagonian Shelf, although their section

Cartwright, D. E. and R. D. Ray, New estimatesof oceanic
tidal energy dissipationfrom satellite altimetry, Geophys.

was across 55øS.

In keepingwith their relative amplitudesnear AntarcRes. Left., 16, 73-76, 1989.
tica, the diurnal tides are found to exhibit comparable Cartwright, D. E. and R. D. Ray, Energeticsof globalocean

tides from Geosat altimetry, J. Geophys.Res., 96, 16897dissipationrates. Across60øS Model B yields energy
16912, 1991.
fluxesof 13 GW (O1) and 19 GW (K1). The workrates
Cartwright, D. E., R. D. Ray, B. V. Sanchez,A computer
integratedoverthe areasouthof 60øSgive18 GW (O1)
programfor predictingoceanictidal currents,NASA Tech.

and 16 GW (El), implyingdissipationratesof 31 GW
(O1) and 35 GW (K1), comparableto M•..

Memo. 104578, Goddard Space Flight Center, 22 pp.,

A more complete picture of the M•. energy flux vectors P throughout this region of the globe is given in
Figure 2, based on Model B. Here we see that most of
the patterns across60øS evident in Figure I are part of
larger circulation features, particularly the fluxesacross
160øW-140øE, which capture part of the large circulation of energy flux rounding New Zealand, and the
fluxes across 90øW-70øW, which capture part of the
large flux that runs along the coast of Chile and then
turns through the Drake Passage. Energy is seen to
enter the outer Weddell Sea from the east along the
Antarctic coast, to circulate through toward the west,

Cheng, M. K., R. J. Eanes,B. D. Tapley, Tidal deceleration
of the Moon's mean motion, Geophys. J. Int., 108, 401-

and to leave near the Antarctic

Peninsula

1992.

409, 1992; Erratum, 110, 218, 1992.

Dickey, J. O., P. L. Bender, J. E. Faller, X X Newhall, J.
G. Ries, P. J. Shelus, C. Veillet, A. L. Whipple, J. R.
Wiant, J. G. Williams, C. F. Yoder, Lunar laser ranging:
a continuinglegacyof the Apollo program, Science,265,
482-490, 1994.

Doake, C. S.M., Dissipationof tidal energyby Antarctic
shelves, Nature, 275, 304-305, 1978.
Dushaw, B. D., G. D. Egbert, P. F. Worcester, B. D. Cor-

nuelle,B. M. Howe,K. Metzger,Validationof a Topex/
Poseidon global tidal model using barotropic tidal currents determined from long-range acoustic tranmissions,
preprint, 1997.

where the

Egbert, G. D., A. F. Bennett,and M. G. Foreman,Topex/
flux merges with the Drake Passageflow and enters,
Poseidontides estimated using a global inversemodel, J.
and presumably dissipateson, the Patagonian Shelf.
Geophys.Res., 99, 24821-24852, 1994.
To the eye, Figure 2 suggeststhat there is little dis- Fu, L.-L., E. J. Christensen,C. A. Yamarone, M. Lefebvre,
Y. M•nard, M. Dorrer,P. Escudier,Topex/Poseidon
missipation occurringnear Antarctica and our detailed insion overview, J. Geophys.Res., 99, 24369-24381, 1994.
Garrett, C., Tides in gulfs, Deep-SeaRes., 22, 23-35, 1975.
Le Provost, C., A. F. Bennett, D. E. Cartwright, Ocean

tegrated flux estimatesconfirmthis. Comparedto the
total globalM•. powerconsumptionof 2500 GW, it appearsthat dissipationnear Antarctica playsa very minor role in the global tidal energy budget.
It is now of some importance to determine the flux
of tidal energy entering all coastaland shallow-water
regionsof the globe. After 30 years,Miller's roughin

tides for and from Topex/Poseidon,Science,267, 639642, 1995.

Miller, G. R., The flux of tidal energyout of the deepocean,
J. Geophys.Res., 71, 2485-2489, 1966.
Morozov, E.G., Semidiurnal internal wave global field,
Deep-Sea Res., 42, 135-148, 1995.
situ estimates are in dire need of teevaluation.
This
Munk, W. H. and G. J. F. MacDonald, The Rotation of the
Earth, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1960.
task will be more difficult than the present determination, where our evaluationof heights• and transports Pedley, M., J. G. Paren, and J. Potter, The tidal spectrum
underneath Antarctic ice shelves, J. Geophys.Res., 91,

U couldbe confined(exceptnear50øW)to deep-ocean

13001-13009, 1986.

areas. As the shallowsare approached,both elevations Ray, R. D., Tidal energy dissipation: observationsfrom asand currentsgrow larger and spatially complex,maktronomy,geodesy,and oceanography,
In: The Oceans(ed:
S. Majumdar et al.), 171-185, Penn. Acad. Science,1994.
ing mappingmoredifficult. Moreover,in lowerlatitudes
where the tidal forcesare larger, direct tidal workingon Ray, R. D., B. Sanchez,and D. E. Cartwright', Some extensionsto the responsemethod of tidal analysisapplied to
the shallow-watertide must be carefullyseparatedfrom
Topex/Poseidon(abstract),Eos, 75, Springsuppl.,108,

the deep-oceanworking,becausesomesignificantfrac1994.
tion of the flux acrossany sectionmay be due (as here Ray, R. D., R. J. Eanes, and B. F. Chao, Detection of tidal
dissipation in the solid Earth by satellite tracking and
at 60øS)to energyflowingawayfromthe shallows.Imaltimetry, Nature, 381, 595-597, 1996.
provedaccuraciesalsorequireaccountingfor the fluxes
and work rates associated with the self-attraction potential and with ocean loading. Finally, a careful evaluation of uncertainties

in all estimated terms of the en-

ergy balanceis required,includingan analysisof dy-

Shum, C. K. et al., Accuracy assessments
of recent global
ocean tide models, J. Geophys.Res., in press,1997.
SjSberg, B. and A. Stigebrand, Computations of the geographical distrbution of the energy flux to mixing processes via internal

tides and the associated

vertical

circu-

lation in the ocean, Deep-Sea Res., 39, 269-291, 1992.
namical errors from faulty or overly simplistichydrodyTaylor,
G.I., Tidal friction in the Irish Sea, Phil. Trans. R.
namical assumptions,all of which call for, in our opin$oc. Lond., A220, 1-33, 1919.
ion, a rigoroususe of inversemethods. We anticipate Vaughan, D. G., Tidal flexure at ice shelf margins, J. Geoimportant resultsalong theselines in the comingfew
phys. Res., 100, 6213-6224, 1995.

years,stimulatedin no small measureby the accurate
tidal observations
from Topex/Poseidon.
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